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(57) ABSTRACT

g%rr§ffifid$cfil%%dlei A set of in-ear earphones has two outer shaped soft foam shell
' ear plugs each having a bulbous insert head with a sound hole

924 EAST OCEAN FRONT, # E and flared outer rim separated by a narrow waist. Each has an
NEWPORT BEACH: CA 92661 (US) inserted miniature sound emitter supported by a firm foam

insert engaging with the narrow waist. The foam insert and
sound emitter are used to push the earphone into the ear canal.

(21) Appl. NO': 12/366’640 The outer rim is used to withdraw the earphone. The minia-
ture sound emitter is connected to a wire that connects to a

(22) Filed: Feb. 5, 2009 sound jack plug or a wireless sound receiver.
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